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Abstract

Visual Question Generation (VQG) is a task to gener-
ate questions from images. When humans ask questions
about an image, their goal is often to acquire some new
knowledge. However, existing studies on VQG have mainly
addressed question generation from answers or question
categories, overlooking the objectives of knowledge ac-
quisition. To introduce a knowledge acquisition perspec-
tive into VQG, we constructed a novel knowledge-aware
VQG dataset called K-VQG. This is the first large, hu-
manly annotated dataset in which questions regarding im-
ages are tied to structured knowledge. We also developed
a new VQG model that can encode and use knowledge
as the target for a question. The experiment results show
that our model outperforms existing models on the K-VQG
dataset. Our dataset is publicly available at https://uehara-
mech.github.io/kvqg.

1. Introduction

Asking questions about what one sees is an important
skill for humans, especially for children, to learn new vi-
sual concepts. By asking questions, children can learn new
knowledge about the world more efficiently than by learn-
ing passively from a given sources (e.g., textbooks). There-
fore, it is essential to develop systems that can ask ques-
tions about what they see and acquire new knowledge for
machine intelligence in the real-world.

Visual Question Generation (VQG) is a research field
that aims to give machines an ability to ask questions about
images. VQG was initially studied as a task that simply
uses an image as input and generates a question related to
the image [19]. Recent research on VQG has focused on
the way to provide information about the target of a ques-
tion to the VQG model. Existing studies have used pos-
sible answers [14, 15], answer types [11, 25], answer cat-
egories [24], and question types [6] as target information.

?used for

Target Knowledge

coaster

? felineis a

Target Knowledge

What tan feline animal that is on the grass called?Q.

What is the silver object next to the cat used for?Q.

Figure 1. We proposed a new dataset and task in which the model
is required to generate a target-knowledge aware question for a
given image. In this task, the model is given a knowledge triplet
with a missing part and is expected to generate a question that can
complement the missing part.

However, when using the answer as a condition, the answer
to the question must be known before generating the ques-
tion. Since questions are usually asked without knowing the
answer, such a problem setting is unnatural. Other target
information, such as question types, control only the rough
target of the question and cannot be used for acquiring spe-
cific knowledge.

To establish a more natural and practical setting for
VQG, we introduce K-VQG, which is a task that utilizes
target knowledge, i.e., knowledge to be obtained by the
question, as target information. Following previous stud-
ies on structured knowledge [23, 9], we represent knowl-
edge as a triplet of three words or phrases, i.e., <head, re-
lation, tail>. Specifically, the model takes an image and
masked target knowledge, which is a knowledge triplet in
which a part of the triplet is masked out as input and gener-
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ates a question such that the answer will be helpful in com-
plementing the missing part. This method allows for fine-
grained question control without the need to know the ex-
pected answers in advance. For example, in the top example
of Figure 1, the target knowledge is <lion, is a, feline>, and
the masked target knowledge is <something, is a, feline>.
The expected output would then be a question related to the
knowledge and whose answer would be “lion”, e.g., “What
tan feline animal that is on the grass called?” On the other
hand, the question like “What animal in the image is the top
of the food chain?” is indeed a question whose answer will
be “lion”, but it is not related to the target knowledge.

Since there is no dataset with the necessary annotations
(e.g., images, questions, and knowledge triplets), we con-
structed a new dataset called the K-VQG dataset. Our K-
VQG dataset is the first VQG dataset that is common-sense
aware, human-annotated, and large-scale.

To solve K-VQG task, it is necessary to develop a model
that can understand the visual information of an image and
masked target knowledge information simultaneously. Ex-
isting methods for VQG consider only simple target infor-
mation, such as answers and categories, and thus cannot
handle complex auxiliary information, such as a knowledge
triplet. We developed a novel model for K-VQG, which
can encode the image and masked target knowledge using
a multi-modal transformer based encoder to generate ques-
tions. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We construct a novel VQG dataset with knowledge an-
notations called K-VQG.

• We propose a knowledge-aware VQG model that uses
a masked knowledge triplet as input.

• We evaluate the performance of the proposed model on
the constructed dataset.

2. Related Work

2.1. Knowledge-aware VQA/VQG Dataset

In this section, we introduce Visual Question Answering
(VQA) datasets in addition to VQG datasets because many
VQG studies use VQA datasets. We summarize the main
features of various datasets in Table 1.

The VQA v1/v2 dataset [2, 8] is a widely used dataset in
VQG research [15, 14, 10, 11], but it does not contain any
knowledge annotations. The FVQA dataset [27], in which
the questions are annotated with common-sense triplets, is
similar to our own. However, the FVQA dataset is relatively
small (∼5K questions), and many of the questions tend to
refer primarily to the target knowledge and less to the con-
tent of the images. The questions in the FVQA dataset often
refer to the image with only phrases like “. . . in the image”.
Such questions can be easily generated without understand-
ing the content of the image and are therefore unsuitable for

use in VQG. The OK-VQA dataset [17] is intended to be a
VQA dataset that requires knowledge and is larger than the
FVQA dataset (∼10K questions); however, it lacks annota-
tions on “which knowledge is relevant to the question.” The
K-VQA dataset [22] is specialized for knowledge of named
entities (e.g., “Who is to the left of Barack Obama?”), and
its question annotations are template-based, making it less
generalizable. The CRIC dataset [7] is a more recently pro-
posed dataset. This dataset is a VQA dataset that contains
annotations for common-sense triplet as well as ours. How-
ever, this dataset is not annotated by humans, but is a rule-
based dataset that automatically generates sentences from
scene graph information.

Our dataset has the several advantages over the existing
datasets mentioned above: (1) the questions are associated
with common-sense knowledge triplet, (2) annotated by hu-
mans, (3) bounding box annotations of the question target,
and (4) large scale.

2.2. VQG Model

VQG is the task of generating questions associated with
images. The earliest VQG model [19] used an RNN model
to generate questions using only an image as the input.
However, such a model conditioned only on images can-
not control the target of a question. Therefore, researchers
have been studying ways to control the target of a question
by providing additional information. In addition to images,
iQAN [14] and iVQA [15] use answers as inputs to generate
questions that can produce the desired answers. With these
methods, the answer to the question must be known in ad-
vance. Since questions are usually asked without knowing
the answers, such problem setting is unnatural.

Other methods use categories of answers as conditions
for VQG [11, 25]. With these methods, it is not necessary
to know the answers to the questions. However, there is a
problem that the granularity of the answer categories greatly
affect the quality of the control of the question content. Al-
though existing studies [11, 25] use 15 categories, the clas-
sification is rather coarse because all answers related to the
name of the object are gathered in the “object” category.
This means that, when there are multiple objects in an im-
age, it is impossible to control which object should be the
target of the generated question.

With our method, the input is a partially masked
common-sense triplet. Thus, our method has the advantage
of being able to control the target in more detail than the ex-
isting VQG models, and it is also easy to apply the acquired
information to a knowledge database.

3. K-VQG Task and Dataset
We provide an overview of the K-VQG task, which is a

VQG task for knowledge acquisition. In the K-VQG task,
the model is given a masked target knowledge triplet and
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Num. of Q
knowledge

type?
structured

knowledge?
target

bounding box?
manually

annotated?

VQAv2 [8] 1.1M N/A ✗ ✗ ✓
FVQA [27] 5,826 common-sense ✓ ✗ ✓
OK-VQA [17] 14,055 open knowledge ✗ ✗ ✓
K-VQA [22] 183,007 named entities ✓ ✗ ✗
CRIC [7] 1.3M common-sense ✓ ✓ ✗

K-VQG 16,098 common-sense ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1. Comparison of key features of the major VQG/knowledge-aware VQA datasets. Our dataset is the first manually-annotated VQG
dataset that contains knowledge annotations and bounding box annotations.

an image, and the model is expected to generate a ques-
tion that can acquire the target knowledge. The masked
target triplet is a knowledge triplet in which a part of the
question to be answered is masked, e.g., <[MASK], IsA,
feline>. By contrast, the target knowledge is a complete
triplet in which the masked parts are filled, e.g., <lion, IsA,
feline>. For example, the goal of this task is to generate
questions from a masked target triplet, such as <[MASK],
IsA, feline>, such that “lion” can be obtained as an answer,
and knowledge <lion, IsA, feline> can be acquired.

Next, we describe how we construct the K-VQG dataset.
Each sample contains the following data: (1) image, (2)
question, (3) answer, (4) target knowledge triplet, (5)
bounding box of the question target. We asked crowd work-
ers of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)1 to annotate the
data. We sampled the images from the Visual Genome
dataset [12], which contains a large and diverse set of ob-
ject categories, and selected the target object and candidates
for the target knowledge (3.1 (a)). We then asked the work-
ers to select one target knowledge and write questions about
the image that required the target knowledge to answer (3.1
(b)). We further conduct the question validation process to
ensure the quality of the dataset (3.1 (c)).

3.1. Dataset Construction

(a) Knowledge triplet collection. We utilized Concept-
Net [23] and ATOMIC20

20 [9] as the knowledge sources.
ConceptNet is a large-scale knowledge base that contains

knowledge collected from several resources. Knowledge in
ConceptNet is represented as a triplet of the form <head,
relation, tail>, such as <cat, AtLocation, sofa>. Concept-
Net contains approximately 34 million triplets and 37 types
of relations. Some relations seem to be unnatural targets for
questions regarding images, such as DistinctFrom or Moti-
vatedByGoal. Thus, we selected 15 types of relations that
were considered suitable as targets for the questions.

The ATOMIC20
20 consists of more then 1M knowledge

triplets about physical-entity relations (e.g., <bread, Objec-
tUse, make french toast>), event-centered relations (e.g.,

1https://www.mturk.com/

Figure 2. Screenshot of the AMT interface (excluding the in-
struction due to space limitation). The information provided to
the worker was displayed at the top of the screen, including the
image, target object, and candidate knowledge triplets. Below
that, there are sections for the answer phrase selection and writ-
ing knowledge-aware questions for the selected answers.

<PersonX eats spinach, isAfter, PersonX makes dinner>),
and social-interactions (e.g., <PersonX calls a friend, xIn-
tent, to socialize with their friend>). We used only
physical-entity relations for our dataset construction be-
cause the other relation types were less relevant to the im-
ages in the Visual Genome.

After the above pre-processing, we merged these two
knowledge datasets. Then, to remove knowledge that is
unrelated to any objects in the images, we queried the en-
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tity appearing as the head of the knowledge in the Visual
Genome object list and removed the knowledge if there was
no matching object. Finally, we obtained a total of ∼150K
knowledge triplets as candidate knowledge.

(b) Question collection. We show the screenshot of the
AMT interface in Figure 2. In order to maintain quality, we
selected workers who resided in the U.S. or Canada and had
an approval rate greater than 97%. The workers were given
the following information: the target image, a bounding box
representing the area of the target object (i.e., the head entity
of the candidate knowledge), the name of the target object,
and a list of candidate knowledge triplets (up to 15). They
were asked to write questions with the following steps:

1. From the list of candidate knowledge, select one
knowledge that is appropriate for the image and the
target object.

2. Select a phrase from the selected knowledge (i.e., head
entity or tail entity) to be the answer.

3. Write a question whose answer will be the selected
phrase and requires the knowledge the worker have
chosen to answer.

We instructed the workers to include a description of the
position of the object in relation to other objects in the im-
age, more than simple phrases such as “. . . in the image”. In
addition, we instructed to assume that the bounding box is
not visible, i.e., phrases such as “surrounded by a red frame”
or “with a bounding box” are prohibited.

(c) Question validation. To ensure the quality of the col-
lected questions, we conducted validation of the collected
annotations by AMT. We asked workers to evaluate ques-
tions with the following criteria: (1) whether the question
refers to the visual content of the image, (2) whether the
target knowledge is related to the question, (3) whether the
target knowledge is related to the image and the target ob-
ject, (4) whether the question contains typos or grammati-
cal errors, (5) whether the answer is proper for the question.
We asked three workers per question for evaluation, and ex-
cluded the questions in which all workers unanimously gave
negative ratings for any of the evaluation criteria. Note that
we evaluated some of the data ourselves in advance, and
rejected submissions from workers whose agreement rate
with our evaluation was less than 60%, in order to maintain
the quality of the evaluation.

3.2. Dataset Statistics

We show the basic statistics of our dataset and two ex-
isting datasets in Table 2. From these statistics, we can
conclude that our dataset is more challenging for the VQG
model. First, our dataset has a longer sentence length for
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Figure 3. The distribution of question lengths in K-VQG dataset,
FVQA dataset and VQA v2 dataset. The K-VQG dataset tends to
have longer questions than the other datasets.

(a) Word cloud for questions. (b) Word cloud for answers.
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Figure 4. Word cloud for questions and answers. Note that basic
stopwords are excluded for the word cloud for questions.

questions and answers than the others. This can also be
observed in Figure 3, which shows the distribution of the
length of the questions in each dataset. This makes our
dataset a more diverse and challenging VQG dataset than
the others. In addition, compared with FVQA, our dataset
has more non-knowledge words in the questions (3.35 vs.
0.99). This means that most of the questions in FVQA con-
sist of words derived from the knowledge triplet, whereas
the questions in our dataset contain many words that are not
derived from the knowledge triplet (e.g., words regarding
the content of the image). In other words, for the FVQA
dataset, the VQG model could generate questions without
understanding the content of the images. However, because
the questions in the K-VQG dataset require references to the
image content, generating proper questions is much more
difficult. In Figure 4, we show the word clouds of the most
frequent words in the questions and answers in the K-VQG
dataset. This indicates that the questions in our dataset
pertain to diverse fields (e.g., food, animals, and location).
Some examples from the dataset are shown in Figure 5.

4. Model

The overview of the model is shown in Figure 6. Our
model consists of an encoder for the image and target
knowledge information and a decoder that uses the output
of the encoder to generate the question.
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K-VQG FVQA [27] VQAv2 [8]

Num. of questions 16,098 5,826 443,757
– Num. of head answers 11,588 ∼4,430 N/A
– Num. of tail answers 4,510 ∼1,240 N/A
Num. of images 13,648 2,190 82,783

Num. of unique answers 2,819 1,427 22,531
Num. of unique knowledge 6,084 4,180 N/A

Num. of unique head 527 847 N/A
Num. of unique tail 4,922 2,871 N/A

Average answer length 1.46 1.23 1.10
Average question length 13.88 9.55 6.20

Num. of non-knowledge words in questions 3.35 0.99 N/A
Table 2. Dataset Statistics. We compare the K-VQG dataset with FVQA and VQA v2 dataset. Num. of head/tail answers indicate the
number of answers which is the head or tail entity of the knowledge triplet. Note that the FVQA dataset does not provide such information,
and we automatically counted the number. However, because of spelling inconsistencies, we could not obtain an exact count, and thus we
used an approximate number here.

Q. What kind of food that is on the 
plate and it is used to make 
sandwich?

A. bread

K. [MASK], UsedFor, make 
sandwiches

Q. What are these pink birds by the 
trees can do?

A. stand on one leg

K. flamingo, CapableOf, [MASK]

Q. What is the blue textile folded 
neatly over the bed?

A. blanket

K. [MASK], IsA, textile

Q. What kind of toppings are on the 
pizza that is on the table?

A. cheese on

K. pizza, HasProperty, [MASK]

Q. What is the object hanging from 
the tree that are commonly found 
in produce sections? 

A. fruit

K. [MASK], AtLocation, produce 
sections

Q. What are the tires on the 
motorcycle behind the woman 
made out of?

A. rubber

K. tire, MadeUpOf, [MASK]

Figure 5. Example questions and the corresponding images, answers, target knowledge from the K-VQG dataset.

4.1. Encoder

Our encoder uses a pre-trained UNITER [4], which is a
multi-modal transformer model that can encode image and
text information. In this model, the encoder takes the vi-
sual embeddings v of the image and the target knowledge
embeddings k as the input and outputs the encoded repre-
sentation h, that is, h = Enc(v, k).

Visual Embeddings. To obtain visual embeddings v, we
use a pre-trained Faster R-CNN model [21] and extract re-

gion features [1] of the image. Following [4], to provide
the positional information of each image region, a seven-
dimensional vector representing the coordinates and area of
the region was encoded by a linear layer and added to the
region image features.

Target Knowledge Embeddings. As described in Sec-
tion 3, we used partially masked knowledge triplets as
input to the model. We treat the masked target knowl-
edge triplet as a sequence of words. Input masked tar-
get knowledge is tokenized as asequence of tokens k =
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Transformer Decoder

What is the ... used for?

Transformer Encoder

coaster used for TGT

Visual Embeddings Target Knowledge Embeddings

coaster, UsedFor, [MASK]

Figure 6. The overview of the model. Our model takes an image
and a target knowledge triplet as input, and convert them to fused
features by multi-modal Transformer encoder. Then, a Trans-
former decoder takes the fused features as input and generates a
question in an auto-regressive manner.

{wh, w[SEP], wr, w[SEP], wt}. Here, w[SEP] is a spe-
cial token that indicates the separation of each part, and
wh, wr, wt denote the tokens of the head, relation, and tail
phrases, respectively, e.g., wh = {wh1, wh2, . . . , whn}.
If the head or tail is the masked part, token w is replaced by
a special token w[TGT].

4.2. Decoder

The decoder is a module that receives the encoded input
image and target knowledge, and outputs the question, that
is, q = Dec(h). Following the recent success of transform-
ers in language generation, we developed a transformer-
based model for the decoder. Our decoder is also a trans-
former model, adapted from BART [13], which consists of
several transformer blocks, each of which has a multi-head
cross-attention and self-attention mechanism. Our model
was trained in a teacher-forcing manner by minimizing the
negative log-likelihood loss:

LLM = −
|q|∑
n=1

logPθ(qn | q<n, h). (1)

5. Experiments

We tested our model and existing methods on the K-
VQG dataset. Out of total of 16,098 questions, 12,891 ques-
tions were used for training, and 3,207 questions were used
for validation. Note that we made sure to split the dataset
so that the images used in the UNITER pre-training did not
contaminate the validation split of the dataset.

5.1. Implementation Details

Following UNITER, we set the number of Transformer
blocks in the encoder and decoder to 12, and the number of
hidden units in each block to 768. We initialized the weights
of the encoder from the pre-trained UNITER2. We used the
AdamW optimizer [16] with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. As
the learning rate scheduling, we adapted the cosine anneal-
ing scheduling, where warm-up steps were set to 10% of the
total training steps. The maximum learning rate was set to
be 1.0 × 10−5. We trained the model for 2K steps, which
took two hours on 8 × Tesla A100 GPU.

5.2. Baselines

We used several existing methods as the baselines. We
did not use any answer-aware VQG models because we did
not assume a situation in which the model already knew
the expected answer. Thus, we pick VQG models that take
images and/or answer categories as input. We automatically
annotated the answer categories. If the answer is a word
that is the head of the knowledge triplet, we use hypernym
dictionary in WordNet [3] to determine the answer category.
If the answer is the tail of the triplet, we use this relation as
the answer category.

I2Q [19]: The I2Q model is a baseline model based on the
approach in [19] that uses only the image as the input
and generates a question.

IC2Q: The IC2Q model uses the image and the answer
category as the inputs.

V-IC2Q [10, 11]: The V-IC2Q model is a variational auto-
encoder (VAE) based method, which encodes the an-
swer category and question into a latent space, and de-
codes the latent vector to generate a question.

IM-VQG [11]: IM-VQG model is another VAE based
method. The model is trained to maximize the mu-
tual information between the image, question, and ex-
pected answer. Simultaneously, another latent space is
learned to encode the answer category, which enables
the model to generate questions from only the image
and category inputs, without any expected answers.

Input ablation: To demonstrate the importance of input
to the model, we performed an input ablation study in
which either the image or the target knowledge is ex-
cluded from the input to the model (Ours w/o image,
Ours w/o knowledge).

5.3. Evaluation metrics

Following previous VQG research, we used BLEU [20],
METEOR [5], and CIDEr [26] as evaluation metrics.

In the K-VQG task, it is also important to evaluate
whether the generated questions correctly yield the target

2https://github.com/ChenRocks/UNITER
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Question Quality Knowledge Consistency
B-4 M C Tri-BLEU H-Acc R-Acc T-Acc

I2Q [19] 11.74 17.05 27.30 4.50 69.69 55.35 1.15
IC2Q 12.37 16.69 31.01 7.97 75.34 58.62 27.91
V-IC2Q [10, 11] 11.78 17.18 28.72 4.70 68.66 55.60 1.53
IM-VQG [11] 11.44 17.07 26.19 4.10 68.07 55.32 1.71

Ours w/o image 17.28 21.06 113.1 61.99 81.95 83.13 58.59
Ours w/o knowledge 10.65 16.45 33.92 6.99 65.73 51.01 4.37
Ours 18.84 22.79 131.04 64.33 84.72 82.44 66.20

Table 3. Qualitative results on the K-VQG dataset. The left-side of the table shows the metrics used to evaluate the quality of the questions.
Here, B-4, M, and C represent BLEU-4, METEOR, and CIDEr, respectively. The right-side of the table shows the metrics for the knowledge
consistency. Tri-BLEU, H-Acc, R-Acc, and T-Acc denote Triplet-BLEU, Head-Acc, Relation-Acc, and Tail-Acc, respectively. For all
metrics, higher values are better.

knowledge. To this end, we used the Target Knowledge
Parser to predict the masked target knowledge triplet from
the generated questions and checked the consistency with
the expected knowledge triplet. The Target Knowledge
Parser has a similar structure as the K-VQG model. It has
a UNITER-based encoder to encode images and questions
and a BART-based decoder to recover masked target knowl-
edge. Please refer to the appendix for details of this parser.

We used Triplet-BLEU to evaluate the overall agree-
ment between the generated triplets and the ground truth by
calculating the BLEU-4 score. In addition, we used Head-
Acc, Relation-Acc, and Tail-Acc to evaluate whether each
part of the triplet is correct.

5.4. Results and Discussion

We show the experimental results in Table 3. The left
side of the table shows metrics of the quality of the gener-
ated questions, and the right side shows metrics of whether
the generated questions yield the desired knowledge.
Question Quality (vs. baselines) For all metrics used to
evaluate the quality of the question, our method outper-
formed the baselines (Ours vs. others). The baseline method
uses only image (I2Q) or image and category (IC2Q, V-
IC2Q, IM-VQG) information as input for inference, which
suggests that the model has not achieved the ability to suffi-
ciently control the content of the questions to be generated.
By contrast, our method directly encodes the target knowl-
edge information and thus succeeds in generating questions
with content closer to the ground truth.
Knowledge Consistency (vs. baselines) The right side
of Table 3 shows the metrics for knowledge consistency.
In terms of Tri-BLEU, which evaluates the overall qual-
ity of the generated triplet, our method significantly im-
proves the score compared with other methods. In ad-
dition, for part-level accuracy (Head-Accuracy, Relation-
Accuracy, and Tail-Accuracy), our method outperformed
the other methods. For Head-Accuracy and Relation-
Accuracy, our method outperformed the other methods, but

the difference was smaller than with the Tail-Accuracy.
This is likely due to the fact that the head and relation are
often shorter and less diverse than the tail, making it rel-
atively easy to answer correctly even with a conventional
method. It should be noted that although tails consist of
multiple words, which makes it difficult to generate them
correctly, our method can achieve a fairly high accuracy.
Input Ablation. From the input ablation study, it can be
seen that when only one of the inputs (image or target
knowledge) is used, the performance is worse than when
both are used. The performance degradation is particularly
noticeable when no target knowledge is input. This may be
because target knowledge contains more information about
question content control than images. That is, when tar-
get knowledge is input, information about what the answer
should be is available to the model, whereas when only im-
ages are input, such information critical to question content
control is not available. These results highlights our claim
that the use of desired knowledge as input is important for
controlling the content of VQG.
Output Examples. We show several examples of generated
questions in Figure 7. In general, our method successfully
generates questions that capture the input target knowledge
and the content of the images. The bottom three are exam-
ples where our model failed to output. From these failed
examples, we can see that our model sometimes fails to
generate questions when the target object is hidden or too
small. In the case of the bottom-right example, the gener-
ated question is indeed related to the target knowledge, but
the question is about the board itself, not the board material.
We believe that further research in methods of encoding im-
age content and knowledge targets will lead to more precise
control of question generation.

In addition, we show an example of the output for differ-
ent inputs in Fig. 8. Comparing w/o image and w/o knowl-
edge, the former outputs more desirable questions because
of the more specific information about the target object of
the question. This could be the reason why w/o image has
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Target [MASK], UsedFor, lay the head

GT. what do people lay their head on at
the end of the night?

Pred. what is the object on the bed that is
used to lay the head?

Target carrot, UsedFor, [MASK]

GT. what is the object near on he plate
which is used to make soup ?

Pred. what can you make out of this
orange food on the plate?

Target [MASK], HasProperty, used when
eating

GT. what is the object which is used
when eating and is next to the cake?

Pred. what is the white object on the table
that is used for eating?

Target [MASK], IsA, external anatomical
part

GT. what is the name of the long,
external anatomical part located on
the front of the elephant's face?

Pred. what is the name of the object the
elephant is holding which is known
as an animal?

Target [MASK], IsA, motor vehicle

GT. what large motor vehicle behind the
fruit stand is used to transport
goods?

Pred. what is the object the woman is
wearing on her upper body that is a
vehicle?

Target board, MadeUpOf, [MASK]

GT. what is the object under the boys
foot made of?

Pred. what is the object that the boy
standing which is made of wood?

Figure 7. Output examples of our method on the K-VQG dataset. We show the input images, target knowledge, ground-truth questions,
and generated questions. The first row shows the successful cases, the last row shows the failure cases.

Target K. [MASK], UsedFor, open for fresh air

w/o image What kind of object is placed in the 
room and is used to open for fresh air?
w/o knowledge What kind of object is placed in 
the road and is used to transport furniture?
Ours What is the object in front of the building
that is used to open for fresh air?

Figure 8. Comparison of model outputs for different inputs. For
clarity, phrases related to visual information are colored red, and
those related to knowledge information are colored green.

better results overall than w/o knowledge in Table. 3.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we introduce a novel VQG task that uses
knowledge as the target of the question. To this end, we con-
structed a novel knowledge-aware VQG dataset called the

K-VQG dataset. The K-VQG dataset is the first large-scale
and manually annotated knowledge-aware VQG dataset.
We also developed a benchmark model for the K-VQG
task. Our experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of our
method, while showing some room for improvement.

For future research, our proposed task and dataset have
a variety of potential applications. Given the nature of the
task, in which the model acquires new knowledge by asking
questions, we believe that this task can contribute to the de-
velopment of learning frameworks, such as human-in-the-
loop and learning-by-asking [18]. We expect that this re-
search will lead to the development of a proactive learning
system that acquires information about the external world
as images and actively learns new knowledge from humans
by asking them questions about the images.
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